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9:31 am: mohd rehan is doing a flawless job. thanks for the kind words. i was
afraid that he would fail to make me understand. now, i am also going to

explain to you. today was the first day of the entrance examination and many
more students were waiting outside the examination hall. one student lost his
heart and had to be helped. he was trying to take off his blood-stained shirt. it

was touching to see the students so concerned. 7:46 am: i was watching a
private home video of an old-time hindi movie, filmishd wherein there is a

scene from a dance performance. i didn't know that there was no shortage of
dance performances in india. there were many impressive feats in those old
days. i wouldn't have agreed for that during my school days. 5:56 am: there

are 3 hours before the beginning of the examination. do i still have time to buy
something to eat? i am sure it will be necessary for the examination. it is so

taxing that you cannot concentrate in an examination in the morning. 5:47 am:
while travelling to the examination hall, we passed by a restaurant. it was then

that i asked my roommate to order for me because he could not make any
decision. my roommate chose chicken curry. 5:37 am: travelling here is more

difficult than it is in metropolitan cities. public transport is not good here. when
i first bought a new phone, i bought a sim card. i am not going to use it in the
examination hall. [] we have to see that, you are the only film to have come
out of the indian cinema that has an anti-national sentiment. but don’t get

carried away by it. no one has the right to speak against india. this was an anti-
india attack and if someone has the guts then let them. we are the first line of

defense for india. []
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on films for everyone: one of the most common problems in educational films
of the past several decades has been that their main reason for being has

been to convey a point or idea. this has resulted in the kinds of films i listed in
this post as well as many others. the typical film does not wait around for the
viewer to arrive at a “solution” before ending. [] on films for all ages: oscar-
winning “award-winning” the tale of peter rabbit is a great holiday classic for
all ages. it is a cute story about a little bunny and a fox who share the same
carrot patch. [] on films on children: i like wild kratts, a series of short videos

on environmental education. the wild kratts series shows how everyday things
like mudslides, avalanches and hurricanes are really caused by environmental
causes. [] the houston-based texas civil rights project is currently investigating

thousands of cases involving alleged abuses of the state’s civil commitment
law. in a recent case, a man claims that he developed a drinking problem after
being placed on a state psychiatric hold. now, he is suing the judge who signed

the order. rights activists in myanmar are doing their best to educate the
public about the brutality of the country’s military council. while the burmese

authorities deny any wrong doing, in recent years evidence has begun to
mount from inside and outside the country that the country’s military has

abused their citizens. yet the country’s leadership remains in place.
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